The k-means algorithm is popular for data clustering applications. Most implementations use Lloyd's algorithm, which does many unnecessary distance calculations. Several accelerated algorithms (Elkan's, Hamerly's, heap, etc.) have recently been developed which produce exactly the same answer as Lloyd's, only faster. They avoid redundant work using the triangle inequality paired with a set of lower and upper bounds on point-centroid distances. In this paper we propose several novel methods that allow those accelerated algorithms to perform even better, giving up to eight times further speedup. Our methods give tighter lower bound updates, efficiently skip centroids that cannot possibly be close to a set of points, keep extra information about upper bounds to help the heap algorithm avoid more distance computations, and decrease the number of distance calculations that are done in the first iteration.
Introduction
Clustering is one of the most frequently-used types of learning algorithms, and is often at the heart of learning systems. Its applications include image segmentation, market studies, and social network analysis. Clustering algorithms should be fast, not only because of their wide applicability, but also because a common practice for finding good clusterings is to randomly restart with different initializations. In this paper we propose four methods of making existing state-of-the-art k-means clustering algorithms even faster, by a factor of up to 8 times in our experiments.
Clusters are typically sets of points that are similar according to some measure. For k-means this measure is the squared distance between the point and its assigned centroid, where the centroids are k artificially introduced points. In k-means each point is assigned to its closest centroid and centroids are placed so as to minimize the distortion function
where function c returns the centroid assigned to point x i . Finding a global minimum of this function is difficult as it is not convex, but the popular Lloyd's algorithm [9] finds a local minimum using hill-climbing. Naively implemented, Lloyd's algorithm repeats a lot of work unnecessarily across iterations. The repeated work is computing the distances between each point and all k centroids. While several algorithms use different techniques to eliminate this redundancy [11, 10, 7, 12, 4, 5, 6, 3] , in this work we will focus on the subset of Elkan's algorithm [4] , Hamerly's algorithm [5] , the annulus algorithm [6] and the heap algorithm [6] . Detailed explanations of how those algorithms work is beyond scope of this paper, but [6] provides an overview. We will briefly explain their main features in Section 2.
These algorithms are faster than Lloyd's original algorithm because they avoid unnecessary distance calculations by introducing a set lower and upper bounds on distances between points and selected centroids. They eliminate provably unnecessary distance calculations based on the triangle inequality, which is also used for updating the bounds after each iteration using just the movement of the centroids. A main feature of these algorithms is that they produce exactly the same results as Lloyd's algorithm, but faster.
In this paper we propose four improvements:
1. We propose lower bound updates that are tighter than those produced by the triangle inequality. That is, we reduce lower bounds by smaller amounts, permitting the bounds to hold for more iterations and resulting in fewer distance calculations. This novel update uses the direction a centroid moves, which previous algorithms did not.
2. We propose the concept of neighbor centroids of a centroid, allowing us to avoid examining all k centroids in the innermost loop.
3. We introduce a method by which the heap algorithm can track the upper bound for each point, allowing it to reach the same number of distance calculations as Hamerly's algorithm.
4. We show how to accelerate the first iteration of k-means (which typically incurs many distance calculations) by using the initial assignment and the neighbor centroid concept.
In Section 2 we briefly discuss related work on accelerating k-means using distance bounds and the triangle inequality. In Section 3 we present new methods that further speedup these state-of-the-art algorithms. In Section 4 we present experiments that demonstrate the performance of our methods and we conclude in Section 5.
Prior algorithms overview
Elkan's algorithm [4] uses one upper bound per point, which represents a bound on the distance from point x to its assigned (closest) centroid. There are also k lower bounds per point on the distance from x to each centroid. Between iterations the bounds are updated based on the triangle inequality. For each lower bound update we assume that the centroid moves toward point x and for the upper bound update we assume that the assigned centroid moves away from x. If the upper bound between point x and its assigned centroid becomes larger than the lower bound on the distance between x and some other centroid, the distance between x and this centroid is recalculated and the assignment changed as appropriate.
Hamerly's algorithm [5] is a simplification of Elkan's algorithm. It has only one lower bound per point, which is a lower bound on the distance between point x and its second closest centroid. If the lower bound is smaller than the upper bound for some point x, we have to recalculate k distances. Revisiting all k centroids is more costly than necessary, as this paper shows in Section 3.2, as well as by previous work by the annulus algorithm [6] . Both methods restrict the set of centroids searched to something possibly much smaller than k. The annulus algorithm searches only those inside the origin-centered annulus containing point x, which is often fewer than k. This paper defines 'neighbor' centroids, allowing us to ignore non-neighbors.
The heap algorithm [6] combines the upper bound and Hamerly's lower bound into a single value representing their difference. As bound updates are the same for all points in a cluster whose assignment remains the same, we need to store only one such value per point, and one value containing the accumulated movement of centroids for each cluster. Storing those bound difference values in a heap allows us to consider only those points whose bounds are violated (lower < upper), avoiding iterating over the many points whose bounds are not violated.
Proposed methods for speedup of k-means
In this section we discuss four methods for improving accelerated k-means methods: tighter updates for lower bounds, iterating over fewer than k centroids when bounds are violated, maintaining upper bounds in the heap algorithm, and avoiding distance calculations in the first iteration.
3.1 A tighter lower bound update When we use the triangle inequality to update lower (upper) bounds in any of the above algorithms, we assume that the centroid moves directly toward (away from) the point. But this is obviously not always true, making the bound update often too pessimistic, especially in high dimension (since two high dimensional vectors are far more likely to be orthogonal than collinear). If some centroid c j moves away from centroid c i , the lower bound for point x (assigned to c i ) can theoretically even grow rather than shrink. Using tighter lower bound updates would allow the bounds to hold for more iterations and avoid more distance calculations.
We propose a tighter update for the lower bound on the distance between point x and centroid c j . To achieve this goal we maintain m(c i ), which is the radius of a hypersphere centered at centroid c i that contains all points assigned to c i . (Note that m(c i ) is easily obtained as the maximum upper-bound of all points in the cluster.)
Assume that we have a lower bound l(x, c j ) ≤ x − c j . Also assume that point x is assigned to centroid c i . Let c j be the new location of centroid c j in the next iteration. Between the current and next iteration we need to update the lower bound l(x, c j ). Any update δ(x, c j ) that fulfills the condition
which is the condition we need to maintain across iterations. From now we will refer to the right hand side of Inequality (3.1) as f (x). For simplicity of explanation we consider the case where dimension is 2; later we will generalize. To simplify the calculations we will assume that c j = (0, 1) and c j = (0, −1). The following lemma (illustrated in Figure 1) gives us an idea of how to find a valid update δ(x, c j ). First, let us denote u(x) the upper bound on distance between x and its closest centroid, i.e. u(x) ≥ x − c(x) . We assume that the point x is located in a circle centered at c i with radius r. 
is a valid update of lower bound in the meaning of Inequality (3.1).
Proof. Refer to Figure 1 . The conditions say that point x lies somewhere in the circle with center c i and radius r. This circle does not intersect the vertical axis and there is at least one point on the circle that has nonpositive y coordinate. Now consider the curve {x | f (x) = z} for some fixed 0 ≤ z ≤ 2. The curve is a hyperbola with focal points c j and c j , 1 and z is the difference in old and new distances from c j and c j to x. The range 0 ≤ z ≤ 2 indicates that the hyperbola lies below the horizontal axis. When f (x) = 0, the old and new distances are the same (c j moved no closer, thus the lower bound need not be reduced), and if f (x) = 2, then c j moved directly toward x (so the lower bound needs to be reduced). If we consider any point x on or above the hyperbola (i.e. a point x for that f (x) ≤ z), we see that δ(x, c j ) = z is a proper update of l(x, c j ) in the meaning of Inequality (3.1), as δ(x, c j ) = z ≥ f (x).
1 Recall that one of the ways how to define a hyperbola is as a set of points in the plane that have the same difference of the distances to two focal points. We could find the value of z that causes the hyperbola to just touch the circle containing x, but we use a simpler approach that produces a slightly lesstight but still valid bound update. Notice that for positive z the hyperbola lies below its asymptote. If the asymptote touches the circle containing x and the whole circle lies above the asymptote, the whole circle lies also above the hyperbola. From the previous paragraph we know that δ(x, c j ) = z is a valid update of l(x, c j ) for any point x on or above the hyperbola.
Denote by s the point where the asymptote touches the circle. It must be true that
Equation ( 
We are interested in the solution with the smaller y coordinate, which is
The last step is based on Equation (3.5). Consider the top point of the hyperbola and denote a as its distance to the origin. The distance from this point to c j is 1 + a and the distance to c j is 1 − a. Therefore the f (x) is equal to 1 + a − (1 − a) = 2a for each point on the hyperbola. This means that the update will be equal to 2a. As the distance from each focal point to the origin is one, the properties of a hyperbola imply that
which is equivalent to Equation (3.2), which we had to prove.
If condition c ix > r is violated, it means that the circle intersects the vertical axis. Then the update computed using the methods just described does not work. The whole circle lies above a horizontal line with y coordinate c iy − r. If c iy − r < −1 we use δ(x, c j ) = 2, which comes from the triangle inequality. If c iy − r ∈ [−1, 0], we can consider a hyperbola with a = r − c iy and use update δ(x, c j ) = 2(r − c iy ).
If condition c iy ≤ r is violated, then the whole circle lies above the horizontal axis. Therefore we can either use δ(x, c j ) = 0 or we can repeat all the calculations, but we bound with line that is parallel to the asymptote and goes through point c j . If both conditions are violated we use δ(x, c j ) = 0. Those cases are illustrated in Figure 2 .
We have to deal with higher dimensions than two. The following theorem provides a tool that allows us to solve the problem in higher dimension using the simplified two-dimensional case. This means that we can restrict ourselves to just the 2-dimensional plane defined by points c i , c j and c j .
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that we project all points x and all centroids onto the plane defined by points c i , c j and c j , so that the requirements of Lemma 3.1 hold. Then the lower bound update calculated using Lemma 3.1 is correct but for the scale given by the projection.
Proof. In higher dimension the circle around c i becomes a hypersphere and the hyperbola with focal points c j and c j becomes a rotational hyperbola with the same focal points. In other words it is rotated around the axis defined by points c j and c j . The asymptote is a multidimensional cone instead of a line.
Suppose that δ(x, c j ) is the update calculated by Lemma 3.1. From proof of this lemma it follows that the update is valid for any point that lies outside the rotated hyperbola defined by the update value. For points that are inside the rotated hyperbola this update is too low. The points for which we calculate the update lie in the hypersphere centered at c i .
Consider
To obtain the correct solution in higher dimension, we calculate coordinates of c i using its distance from the line defined by c j and c j and using its projection to that line. The projection can be calculated as
We scale the coordinates so that they match the conditions of Lemma 3.1. Therefore we need to scale in both dimensions by dividing by
. The x coordinate of the transformed point c i (c ix ) is the distance of c i from the line through c j and c j . The y coordinate (c iy ) can be calculated from the projection. Also we need to project the radius of the sphere by dividing by
. This follows that the new coordinates are
Now we can calculate the update using Lemma 3.1. Finally we project back to get the correct update by multiplying with
. For better performance we pre-calculate once per iteration c i 2 , c i 2 and c T i c i as those are used repeatedly during projection calculation.
Calculating such a lower bound update for each point x would be too costly. But we can use the common radius r for all points assigned to centroid c i , which is the maximum upper bound m(c i ). As a result we do all the calculations once for each pair of centroids each iteration.
To Elkan's algorithm we can apply the change immediately as we do the calculation once per bound.
For the Hamerly, heap, and annulus algorithms we can take (as the update of the lower bound for points assigned to c i ) the maximum of updates if we consider as c j each other centroid. But we can do better if we consider only neighbors of the cluster (see Section 3.2). We can also skip centroids that have moved less than the current maximum. This condition is more useful if we sort the centroids by movement. Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 show all the parts of this proposal connected together. 
Algorithm 1
Algorithm for update of l(x, c j ) in the simplified two dimensional case, where c(x) = c i . 1: Input: Centroid c i ∈ R 2 , radius r of the cluster c i 2: Output: δ(x, c j ) for all x assigned to c i 3: if ct ← (c i − c j ) T (c j − c j ) c j − c j 2 (3.6) 4: dist ← c j + t · (c j − c j ) − c i P (c i ) − c i 5: c ix ← dist · 2 c j −cj (3.7) 6: c iy ← 1 − 2t (3.8) 7: r ← m(c i ) · 2 c j −cj
Iteration over neighboring centroids
Sortmeans and compare-means [12] exploit conditions that eliminate distance calculation between a point and some centroids in the innermost loop. However, the Hamerly and heap algorithms have to recalculate all k distances when bounds tell us that an assignment may have changed. One straightforward speedup is introducing a condition from compare-means to skip centroids in the algorithm's innermost loop. Compare-means skips the distance calculation between point x and centroid c i if there is some other centroid c j that must be closer to x than c i . This requires knowledge of centroid-centroid distances and distance between c i and x. The idea of this proposal is to reduce the number of if c j − c j ≤ update then break 6: update ← max{update calculated by Algorithm 2 using c i and c j , update} 7: end for 8: return update centroids considered in the innermost loop. Comparemeans has to evaluate the condition for each centroid and therefore requires O(k) work. Sort-means can break out of the innermost loop, but still has to evaluate a condition per visited centroid. We propose a method that allows Hamerly's algorithm or the heap algorithm to iterate only over selected centroids, named neighbors, but without introducing any additional work to the innermost loop.
Definition 1.
A neighbor of a centroid c i is any centroid c j that is closest or second closest to any point assigned to c i .
It is clear that we can iterate over only neighbor centroids of c i in the innermost loop of Hamerly's algorithm or the heap algorithm as both algorithms need the distance to the closest and second closest centroid. To identify which are the neighbors, we would have to do the same work as the original algorithm. But without influencing the solution we can iterate over any superset of the set of neighbors. To get such a set of centroids, we need three things:
1. the set of centroid-centroid distances, 2. the distance between each centroid and its closest other centroid, denoted 2s(c i ) (Elkan introduced s(c i ) as half the distance between centroid c i and its closest other centroid), and 3. the maximum upper bound per cluster, denoted m(c i ).
In Hamerly's algorithm we can identify the maximum upper bound simply by iterating over all points of the cluster and finding the maximum of upper bounds. But for the heap algorithm this is not straightforward and we present a new way to do this in Section 3.3.
Theorem 3.2. Any neighbor c j of centroid c i must fulfill the inequality
Proof. Suppose that c c is the closest other centroid to c i . In the proof we will show an equivalent claim, i.e. that if c j fulfills the condition m(c i )+s(c i ) < 1 2 c i −c j , then c j cannot be a neighbor of c i because for all points x assigned to centroid c i it holds that c i and c c are closer to x than c j . We know that x − c i ≤ u(x), so x − c i ≤ max y|c(y)=ci u(y) = m(c i ).
For the distance between c i and x it holds that
from which it immediately follows that x − c i < x − c j .
Similarly we prove that c c is closer to x than c j
Therefore c i and c c are both closer to any x (assigned to c i ) than c j , which means that c j cannot be a neighbor of c i .
In the implementation we need to make sure that the upper bound is valid. The appropriate place to calculate the maximum upper bound is before any centroids move. Therefore after moving centroids we need to increase the maximum upper bound by the movement of the cluster's centroid.
We note that Inequality (3.10) is independent of the point x. Therefore we need to evaluate it only once per iteration. Then in the inner loop we iterate over centroids that fulfill Inequality (3.10). For Elkan's algorithm, instead of Inequality (3.10), we can use the stronger condition m(c i ) ≥ 1 2 c i − c j as we need to know only the distance to the closest centroid.
3.3 Explicit upper bounds for the heap algorithm One problem (previously noted by [6] ) of combining upper and lower bound into one value representing their difference (as in the heap algorithm) is the fact that when the bounds are violated, such an algorithm can't tighten the upper bound and possibly avoid calculating k distances. We propose a method that fixes this problem without affecting the time complexity of the heap algorithm and at a memory cost of k + n distance values stored. As a result, the heap algorithm can achieve the same number of distance calculations as Hamerly's algorithm.
The first step is to introduce an array with upper bound for each point. This also allows us to get the lower bound using the key of the heap. Then after tightening the upper bound, we might be able to avoid calculation of distances to the k−1 centroids as it is done in Hamerly's algorithm. But a naïve implementation of this optimization would mean iteration over n points to update the upper bounds, which ruins the time complexity of the heap algorithm.
Therefore we propose the same method used for the heap key. Instead of storing value u(x), we store u(x) − p t (c(x)), where p t (c i ) is the length of the path travelled by centroid c i up to iteration t. Using this value allows us to update only k values per iteration and change the upper bound u(x) for one particular point x only when the assignment of x changes.
When we need to find the maximum upper bound for a cluster, we cannot iterate over all points as it violates the time complexity. But we can introduce a max heap with key u(x) − p t (c(x)), which allows us to get the maximum upper bound for each cluster. Knowledge of the maximum upper bound is required for other optimizations presented in this paper.
Finding neighbors in the first iteration
The last modification we propose is applicable only if the initial assignment is of high quality, i.e. it forms tight clusters without outliers in the area occupied by other clusters. For example k-means++ [1] produces a good assignment. Our experiments have shown that for some datasets, accelerated algorithms make more than 80% of their distance calculations during the first iteration. If this is the case, the runtime can be further improved by the following procedure.
As the distance between a point and its assigned centroid is always needed, we can calculate it separately and find the maximum upper bound per cluster. This allows us to use the approach in Section 3.2 to eliminate some of the distance calculations. Also we can initialize the lower bound to 2s(c i ) − u(x) when point x assigned to c i fulfills the condition u(x) ≤ s(c i ).
Experiments and Discussion
We run our experiments on several types of datasets. For each algorithm selected we run its original version together with one or more versions modified using the proposals from Section 3. Table 1 shows the variants of algorithms that we test. For each algorithm we measured time (CPU seconds) needed to obtain the result and also the architecture-independent number of distance calculations. We separately measured the number of additional inner products needed to obtain distances and projections in Section 3.1. We also compared the results with Lloyd's original algorithm.
All algorithms have taken as an input the same initialization produced by k-means++ [1] . All implementations were written in C++ with shared common code, which is available on http://cs.ecs.baylor. edu/~hamerly/software/kmeans.php. The tests ran on a 24-core 2.3 GHz 64-bit Linux Intel platform with 16 GB RAM. All implementations were single threaded, though the code base supports multithreading. Table  3 and Figures 3 and 4 show the results. The runtime results are averaged over 10 repeats of the algorithms with the same initializations. Table 2 shows the synthetic and real-world datasets we used. For space reasons we show results in this paper on only four representative datasets, namely Clustered-5, Uniform-2, BIRCH and MNIST-50. The remaining may be found at the URL given above. Table 3 shows relative speedup with respect to Lloyd's algorithm. While the proposed changes have minimal or even negative effects on Elkan's algorithm, they speed up the heap algorithm over eight times on the BIRCH dataset. Similarly, Hamerly's algorithm becomes more than seven times faster. On the clustered dataset we have seen speedups around three times in the case of Hamerly's algorithm and four times in the case of the heap algorithm. This ratio gets smaller with increasing dimension; the changes have hardly any effect on the higher-dimension MNIST-784 and Covertype datasets. Those contain discrete or binary features which may partly cause the difference as Euclidean distance is not as appropriate a similarity measure. On uniform datasets the improvements are smaller than on clustered datasets; however clustering data with uniform distribution is less interesting from a practical perspective. Figure 3 shows the number of distances (pointcentroid or centroid-centroid) that are calculated by the algorithms. Again in the case of Elkan's algorithm the difference is not big, but in the case of Hamerly's algorithm and the heap algorithm we are able to save more than 90 % of distance calculations (on the BIRCH dataset).
Of interest is the number of inner products made by the method presented in 3.1. This number is low relative to the number of distance calculations. Therefore the overhead of the proposed method is low and the runtime does not increase much. Figure 4 shows average lower bound updates per bound. As this value is data dependent, we divided each update by the maximal update found in each dataset. As expected, Hamerly's algorithm, the heap algorithm and the annulus algorithm require the same updates. Elkan's algorithm has more lower bounds, so its average update is smaller. After modifications the average update decreased to approximately one fourth in the case of the clustered and BIRCH datasets. In the case of the MNIST dataset the average update decreased by half. This proves that our modifications were correct and lower bound changed more slowly than in the original algorithms.
The methods proposed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 provide similar speedups. The method of 3.2 provides better results on most of the datasets. This change is also simpler to implement. These two methods are to some degree independent, which means that implementing both methods leads to better results than implementing only one of the improvements. From the experimental results we see that those two proposals work best if the data are clustered, which was our assumption when we bounded each cluster in a hypersphere. The main advantage of the method in Section 3.3 is that it makes the heap algorithm competitive with Hamerly's algorithm by dropping the number of distance calculations to the same level. The method in Section 3.4 provides the least speedup.
We can explicitly evaluate memory overhead of the proposed methods. Section 3.1 requires an additional k·d+6k values to be stored in the case of Hamerly's, the annulus, or Elkan's algorithms. The memory is used to save old centroid locations and to cache norms and inner products in order to avoid repeated calculations. The heap algorithm requires the changes in Section 3.3 to be implemented for an effective way of obtaining m(c i ). The method of Section 3.2 requires an additional k 2 +2k values, or only k 2 if Section 3.1 is already implemented. Section 3.3 requires an additional n + k values and also k heaps in the case that we need to calculate m(c i ). The method of Section 3.4 does not require any additional memory if we implement Section 3.1.
Conclusion
Clustering algorithms are used in many machine learning systems, so they should be fast -especially since standard practice for finding good clusterings is to try multiple runs with multiple initializations. In this paper we have shown four ways to further accelerate state-ofthe-art k-means clustering algorithms, without significant increases in code complexity or memory costs. The calculations needed for changes in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 L l o y d E l k a n E l k a n A E l k a n B H a m e r l y E l k a n E l k a n A E l k a n B H a m e r l y are done only once per iteration. Therefore the overhead of those methods is low, while they may save a significant amount of time and distance calculations. We also show how to make change of Section 3.2 applicable to the first iteration.
Our changes work well on clearly clustered datasets. The speedup relative to the original versions of (already accelerated) algorithms was typically three or four times for the heap and Hamerly algorithms. Speedup of the annulus algorithm was less than two, but on Elkan's algorithm the impact was small. The proposed changes did not improve runtime on high dimension datasets and datasets without a natural clustering.
